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Celebration 



Kindy’s “Weather World” 
We are scientists 

Inquiring about 
the weather 

We use our         
binoculars to       
investigate the 

weather 

We record the 
weather on     

clipboards and 
on our news wall 

Toasting marshmallows by the fire 
in Winter and reading a good book 

under the warmth of a blanket 

Sun baking at the beach 
in Summer. 

Don’t forget our hats 
and sunglasses!! 

A picnic   
outside in the 
cold weather. 
I remembered 

my beanie 
and scarf!! 

Preparing 
food for lunch     
outside in the 

Spring 

A picnic with 
friends in the 

warm sunshine 



Year 1 Celebration of Learning 

Watch Out! Dinosaurs About! 



In Science, Year Two have been learning about making mixtures.  
 

As focused learners, we 
earned our ‘Scrabble it to 
Win’ PIZZA PARTY! 
 

It’s been fun learning about 2D shapes in Maths…  



In Year 3 we have started working on our text for the SJK Writers  
Festival. We have a calendar to count down because we are very    
excited!  We are creating a ‘Reading is My Secret Power’ wall. 

In science we had a team challenge. We used our      
problem solving skills and worked together to achieve our 
goal.  



This term in History we have been learning about the    
impacts of the First Fleet. 

We have been focusing on the differing perspectives of 
the British and Indigenous peoples. 



Year Five have been   

learning about Space. 

We asked ourselves some 

inquiry questions which will 

guide our learning.  

We have also been learning to measure in metres and to calculate area. We 

calculated that our classroom is 8.20m wide and 9.8m long at 80.36m2 

We used various methods to ensure that our measurements were accurate. 

We enjoyed measuring and we then took our measuring to the basketball 

court and handball courts to determine the area of these.  



Term 3, week 2 saw our Stage 3 students playing host to a large group of visiting Chinese 

students. With the help of some 'getting to know you' activities and a Marshmallow Tower 
Challenge, it did not take long for the Chinese and Joey's students to form some really 

strong bonds.  

Over the 3-day visit, the Chinese students accompanied 

their Joey's buddy in various classroom learning rotations 

with lessons that included: learning about and creating   

Indigenous symbols and stories, researching and comparing 

geographical locations and populations of Australia and  

China and, designing and writing postcards to share        

between students.  

Our students were keen to show the visiting students their 

sporting skills with some friendly afternoon games of           

basketball, soccer, handball and netball. Many laughs were had 

during these games, particularly when our Chinese students 

meet the challenge to give the Joey students some healthy 

competition. 



Stage 2 Boys and Girls Soccer Gala Day 

Zone Athletics Carnival 




